Mapp Engage Release Notes
6.90.4848
Deployment date: 16 Feb 2021 - 22 Feb 2021
Change Request:
DMCP-9097 - new function / button to download KPI for Split Sendout ...
DMCP-8871 - AB tests for PUSH channel in WB (DMC part)
DMCP-9077 - Direct Mail Channel - backend part - send
DMCP-9181 - User is able to find DirectMail in Messages Menu
DMCP-9202 - Add RD (single row) function to the NEW personalization
Bugfixes:
DMCP-9179 - ... Change notification system messages to support emails without system users
DMCP-9122 - Engage HTML Editor jumps to bottom of page on line insert
DMCP-9138 - Related Data : Unable to load data via the UI
DMCP-9158 - Mobile App RDE issues
DMCP-9178 - System Unsubscribe Link is not being tracked when customized
DMCP-9189 - JSP function executeApi2Call doesn't work with the parameter values with the accents
DMCP-9196 - CTS Consult - Product catalog
DMCP-9197 - Push split sendout problems with domain resolving
DMCP-9208 - Problems with validation of Http response received step in IP
DMCP-9211 - Users stuck within WB due to system error
DMCP-9126 - Mobile push skipped recipients info log
DMCP-9173 - fast flow backlog leading to sendout issues
DMCP-9175 - Add Northern Ireland ISOCountryCode
DMCP-9193 - AMP sendout in Interaction Planner
MOB2-646 - InApp - Not necessary activation error message on view button
MOB2-654 - Push API: Send single push return 400
MOB2-641 - Enable deletion of one user Phone data from DS via API or sysadmin
MOB2-651 - Migration of phone data from APX
MOB2-660 - Add unique ID or formcontrolname for Pause, Cancel, Resume
MCT-297 - Send monitoring email after import job fails

6.90.4832
Deployment date: 09 Feb 2021 - 15 Feb 2021
Change Request:
DMCP-9093 - Abandon cart and Wishlist triggers in DMC
DMCP-9161 - To add NOT operators to the string parameters (DMC part)

Bugfixes:
DMCP-9141 - Wrong Selection ID is assigned to the Selection Plan
DMCP-9154 - resume not working, jobs remain in parked status
DMCP-9162 - Users won’t re-enter the Whiteboard using LinkClickedTrigger
DMCP-9165 - Often happening failed sendout jobs with "java.util.NoSuchElementException"
DMCP-9167 - Can't add Group Roles if the user has an apostrophe in their email address
DMCP-9172 - Landing Page tracking data export missing request URL for link click
DMCP-9174 - OK250InboxMonitoringBillingTask/OK250InboxRenderingBillingTask failures
DMCP-9185 - {RelatedData} DeleteRecords leaves DELETING status
DMCP-9192 - Support Request: Inbox Rendering Tests not completing correctly
DMCP-9169 - Publish plan endpoint should return selection term id
DMCP-9173 - fast flow backlog leading to sendout issues
DMCP-9175 - Add Northern Ireland ISOCountryCode
DMCP-9186 - Transfer selection to a new group - option to pick group settings profile

6.90.4818
Deployment date: 01 Feb 2021 - 08 Feb 2021
Change Request:

DMCP-9077 - Direct Mail Channel - backend part - send
DMCP-9079 - Direct Mail Channel - sendout workflow
DMCP-9132 - Direct Mail Channel - channel statistics (MVP)
DMCP-9144 - Custom parameters in the credential store
DMCP-9153 - ML Topic SB selector (DMC part)
DMCP-9151 - Change split push validation
MOB2-522 - Process control for Push sendout
MOB2-624 - [FE] Display detailed process information

Bugfixes:
DMCP-8727 - RDE is failing due to the error “too many messages in the export”
DMCP-9128 - Images missing in the view-online version of messages
DMCP-9142 - RD List stuck in importing status and change of status also not possible
DMCP-9147 - Related data import stuck
DMCP-9154 - resume not working, jobs remain in parked status
DMCP-9155 - RelatedData delete records until timestamp operation removes data improperly from elasticsearch.
DMCP-9163 - Button Create is missing on Channels overview
DMCP-9185 - {RelatedData} DeleteRecords leaves DELETING status
DMCP-9149 - WL and AC rows deletion by events doesn't work / wrong key
DMCP-9159 - Direct mail stats config
DATA-3377 - Missing values in RDE for DPV
MOB2-571 - Push Control process: Api call for PAUSE, CANCEL, RESUME do not work
MOB2-569 - Update attributes
MOB2-641 - Enable deletion of one user Phone data from DS via API or sysadmin
AMP-165 - AMP goes on status FAILED for the group with non-email users
AMP-185 - Process is not updated for canceled AMP

6.90.4804
Deployment date: 25 Jan 2021 - 28 Jan 2021
Change Request:
DMCP-9077 - Direct Mail Channel - backend part - send
DMCP-9082 - Direct Mail Channel - channel definition
DMCP-9022 - New API method to retrieve a prepared message's HTML and metadata
DMCP-9094 - new iPhone devices not rendering in Engage Inbox Rendering due to link name change
Bugfixes:
DMCP-9083 - connection logic to SFTP servers in e.g. System tasks
DMCP-9118 - 500 error displayed when creating system user with an apostrophe in the email address
DMCP-9152 - "Related Data: Delete Records" job - a number set to 0
DMCP-9105 - Metrics for BulkMessageJob to be completed
DMCP-9112 - Add specific coupon list handling in universal campaign

6.90.4798
Deployment date: 18 Jan 2021 - 21 Jan 2021
Change Request:
DMCP-9071 - Update CSA (certified senders alliance) mail header
DMCP-9042 - WhatsApp-Twilio channel backend part - send
DMCP-9082 - Direct Mail Channel - channel definition
DMCP-9106 - Republishing of the selections in use.
DMCP-9108 - Abandon carts and Wishlist records in SB (DMC part)
MOB2-452 - Public API - deletePushMessage
AMP-179 - Enable AMP billing
Bugfixes:
DMCP-9083 - connection logic to SFTP servers in e.g. System tasks
DMCP-9118 - 500 error displayed when creating system user with the apostrophe in the email address
DMCP-9152 - "Related Data: Delete Records" job - number set to 0

6.90.4790
Deployment date: 11 Jan 2021 - 14 Jan 2021
Change Request:

DMCP-9071 - Update CSA (certified senders alliance) mail header
DMCP-9042 - WhatsApp-Twilio channel backend part - send
DMCP-9082 - Direct Mail Channel - channel definition
DMCP-9106 - Republishing of the selections in use.
DMCP-9108 - Abandon carts and Whishlist records in SB (DMC part)
MOB2-452 - Public API - deletePushMessage
AMP-179 - Enable AMP billing
Bugfixes:
DMCP-9027 - Images are shown in HTTP in the sendout
DMCP-9067 - Duplicate sent to MTA events ...
DMCP-9073 - Scheduled sendout disappeared from the System
DMCP-9087 - Unable to edit or modify the Time-based Automation
DMCP-9088 - disabled system fails MTA Task ...
DMCP-9090 - deleted group fails MTA Task ...
DMCP-9091 - Sendout triggered twice by the Whiteboard ...
DMCP-9092 - Unsubscribe issue: siglistunsub parameter not filled in the read online email.
DMCP-9096 - Selection Plan does not have the term when specific custom attribute is used
DMCP-9101 - {relatedData} creator not visible in UI
DMCP-9119 - Unable to update the role of a system user with an apostrophe in their email address
DMCP-9063 - Wrong timezone calculation in the SB based selection
MOB2-506 - one row must have been update
MOB2-571 - Push Control process: Api call for PAUSE, CANCEL, RESUME do not work
MOB2-604 - Push, AMP, Inapp: Selection name is not updated in dropdown
MOB2-623 - User can be registered even if device id is not inputed
MOB2-631 - Registration doesn't work

6.90.4760
Deployment date: 8 Dec 2020 - 14 Dec 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-9035 - Adjust Engage conversion tracking pixel cookie for SameSite
DMCP-8860 - Transform remove Wishlist event
DMCP-9008 - Add "external messag id" Event Parameter in WB ...
DMCP-9039 - HTTP Request - repeat management ...
DMCP-9052 - Adding the HTTP on Scheduled WTB ...
DATA-3263 - Implement RD_EXPORT in Mapp Engage
MOB2-450 - Public API - createAndSchedulePushMessage
MOB2-580 - Public API - resumePushSend
AMP-179 - Enable AMP billing

Bugfixes:
DMCP-9086 - {Gainsight} error when starting Whiteboard
DMCP-8962 - segmentation builder + RD condition: Selection not returning correct numbers.
DMCP-8968 - Not all records of data is shown when searching within SB for Group name
DMCP-8978 - Sendout didn’t go to all intended recipients as per fast count
DMCP-8988 - Error occurring in CMS 2
DMCP-9000 - rendering test throwing an exception
DMCP-9003 - send message to test recipient(stuck in UI)
DMCP-9026 - ... Error thrown when trying to select file export location from Credential Store
DMCP-9027 - Images are shown in HTTP in the sendout
DMCP-9033 - ... violation on split message transport timeout
DMCP-9047 - unable to copy a specific group
DMCP-9054 - API call sendTransactionalWithEventDetails not working ...
DMCP-9056 - API issue: Random 403 and 500 errors.
DMCP-8851 - Delete Relateddata list should remove data from also from Datastore.
AMP-173 - AMP Pause, Cancel, Resume do not work as expected
AMP-177 - Button Edit is not available within Actions for Scheduled AMP
AMP-181 - Implement statistic for amp message with status PAUSED and CANCELED

6.90.4720
Deployment date: 5 Nov 2020 - 12 Nov 2020
Change Request:

DMCP-8992 - Load & validate trigger values to product catalog ...
DMCP-8971 - HTTP requests in WB improvements (DMC part #2)
DMCP-8972 - HTTP headers in WB (DMC part)
MOB2-450 - Public API - createAndSchedulePushMessage
MOB2-451 - Public API - updatePushMessage
MOB2-452 - Public API - deletePushMessage
MOB2-454 - Public API - getPushMessage
MOB2-457 - Public API - cancelPushSend
DATA-3202 - Improve engage/bulk engage events gathering in CEP
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8601 - contact statistics layout intended change
DMCP-8975 - ... 500 Internal Server Error on on split sendout message
DMCP-8985 - sendout DS not respecting throttling and percentage members set
DMCP-8986 - "Number of group members" is not working properly.
DMCP-8999 - NoSuchSelectionPlanException issue
DMCP-9003 - send message to test recipient(stuck in UI)
DMCP-8819 - Implement Gainsight PX for RD in DMC
DMCP-8977 - Store mapp connect last event date in database
DMCP-8984 - Save user related data attributes through RegisterMctContactJob
DMCP-8990 - Event attributes in interaction planner-improve
MOB2-532 - Statistic end date not correctly shown in stats preview
MOB2-555 - Cloning Inapp message with Inbox type - app event stays disabled
MOB2-558 - Generate Billing Report takes too long + generated file is empty
AMP-170 - AMP export stats - Incorrect IDs are selected ...
AMP-173 - AMP Pause, Cancel, Resume do not work as expected ...

6.90.4696
Deployment date: 22 Oct 2020 - 29 Oct 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8571 - ... Hide IP addresses and internal server folder structure
DMCP-8965 - Set numeric sendout size also when a segmentation is used into a sendout
CEP2-1151 - Add recency for Product Catalog triggers
CEP2-1153 - Allow to list Wishlist, Abandoned cart item by CEP ID
CEP2-1152 - Add search and list view for Product Catalog
AMP-164 - AMP Gainsight implementation
MOB2-482 - Mobile Push - Gainsight implementation
MOB2-483 - InApp messages - Gainsight implementation
MOB2-403 - Reduce Kafka payload for Push messages in CEP
MOB2-565 - Merging attribute form
DATA-3109 - Admin is able to trigger RDE using SysAdmin
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8944 - user agent fields classified as unknow or missing
DMCP-8739 - Tomcat upgrade ...
DMCP-8601 - contact statistics layout intended change
DMCP-8908 - External Message ID is generated automatically by CMS 2
DMCP-8933 - [RMO] Wrong warning color when email is rendered with current data
DMCP-8958 - [AuthService][CEP] Prevent random password setting ...
DMCP-8959 - Email for ContactExportThroughUI hasn't been received
DMCP-8960 - Whiteboard issue: Delete Contact Job is not collecting statistics
DMCP-8986 - "Number of group members" is not working properly.
DMCP-9003 - send message to test recipient(stuck in UI)
DMCP-8949 - Mapp Connect - error handling and logging
DMCP-8970 - Store last-usage date for the Relateddata lists once per day.
MOB2-542 - Push/AMP on Mass Message Stats: missing button Reactivate for archived message
MOB2-546 - Set alias on existing email user -> all required mobile attributes not updated
MOB2-558 - Generate Billing Report takes too long + generated file is empty

6.90.4677
Deployment date: 12 Oct 2020 - 15 Oct 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8905 - Import Reports - Add raw file size, hash and name to report content
CEP2-1149 - Add removing jobs for Abandoned Cart and Wishlist ...
CEP2-1150 - Create job to add rows to Abandoned Cart and Wishlist ...

Bugfixes:
DMCP-8911 - auth_service behavior with api
DMCP-8938 - Support Request : Sendout only partialy processed
MOB2-542 - Push/AMP on Mass Message Stats: missing button Reactivate for archived message
MOB2-546 - Set alias on existing email user -> all required mobile attributes not updated
MOB2-558 - Generate Billing Report takes too long + generated file is empty
MOB2-553 - Create phone data search option in sysadmin
DMCP-8939 - User Agent Fields updated
DMCP-8842 - Default time for BTS
CEP2-1143 - Automation to delete (Personal) Data in DB and DS

6.90.4662
Deployment date: 01 Oct 2020 - 8 Oct 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8905 - Import Reports - Add raw file size, hash and name to report content
CEP2-1149 - Add removing jobs for Abandoned Cart and Wishlist ...
CEP2-1150 - Create job to add rows to Abandoned Cart and Wishlist ...
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8906 - Need ... debug info for ... Control XML processing
DMCP-8910 - Custom attribute is null even DS returns real value
DMCP-8912 - Smart FED source file inversions fix ...
DMCP-8917 - Unable to clear outbound inbound ID
MOB2-471 - Android stats: Delivered and bounced not working properly ...
MOB2-516 - Mobile Push RDE: Generic information for Push ... selected by default
DMCP-8869 - AMP sendout completed in UI (but failed in the backend)
AMP-165 - AMP goes on status FAILED for group with non-email users
DMCP-8916 - CI segment +IntelligenceAPP setup causes tracking issues

6.90.4648
Deployment date: 28 Sep 2020 - 5 Oct 2020
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8752 - Customer migrated to DS (writing to DAS is disabled) is still able to use exports from ECMDAS
DMCP-8856 - Support Request : Group Message Statistic Not Exporting to Excel
DMCP-8858 - Replies to System Message “SysMsgDoubleOptinSuccess” won’t work as per Reply Handling Setting
DMCP-8866 - {Google Cloud Storage} TMP files after export to GCS
DMCP-8867 - APW High CPU load - 51Degrees threads
DMCP-8876 - Mapp Engage Variables window doesn't work
DMCP-8877 - NPE in createPlanForDatastoreSendout
DMCP-8894 - API call for Relateddata UPDATE records does not update num_rows of the Relateddata list meta.
DMCP-8907 - {log pollution} Aborting Intelligence app logout - 180k per month
DMCP-8887 - Do not check case sensitivity of the Relateddata columns during the import.

6.90.4625
Deployment date: 15 Sep 2020 - 25 Sep 2020
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8820 - CMS 2: Sendout condition dropdown also showing archived old Selections
DMCP-8848 - Teradata being mentioned in Mapp error pages
DMCP-8850 - Relateddata import report from DS imlementation
DMCP-8862 - {contactProfile} not editable ...
DMCP-8868 - Not able to save email template / endless loop
DMCP-8877 - NPE in createPlanForDatastoreSendout
DMCP-8847 - Removing prefixes and suffixes from selection plans sent to selection engine
DMCP-8852 - Create Testing Tool for User Agent and GeoIP Classification services
DMCP-8857 - Exception AMP sendout ...
DMCP-8863 - SelectionsResource endpoint should be capable of filtering out archived selections
DMCP-8883 - Add logout call to Intelligence app ...
MOB2-500 - Store only new attributes to cache
MOB2-399 - FE Update to RDE wizard for Push events
AMP-96 - BE Export of the AMP email overview
DATA-3055 - Unclear error message when the time period is greater than three years

6.90.4616
Deployment date: 02 Sep 2020 - 08 Sep 2020

Change Request:
AMP-163 - AMP statistics: alignment of available message statistics
DMCP-8823 - Old selections sun-setting notification ...
DMCP-8831 - Old selections view adjustments
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8844 - Contact profile - multiple UI bugs
DMCP-8845 - External transaction id: the parameter isn't filled when the event is "message opened"
DMCP-8853 - {log pollution} NPE at ServiceExceptionMapper ...
DMCP-8862 - {contactProfile} not editable ...
DMCP-8826 - FS Cleanup 2020 unused fs removal
DMCP-8840 - Do not check if there is enough copouns ... when new selection engine is used
DMCP-8843 - Update ResponseQueue engage configuration

6.90.4608
Deployment date: 31 Aug 2020 - 01 Sep 2020
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8759 - Push Response Received: Whiteboard isn't triggering
DMCP-8779 - Fix close icon on ecmDialog popup
DMCP-8797 - Segmentation Builder - Users cannot be transferred to a specific group
DMCP-8807 - AssertionFailedException: one row must have been updated
DMCP-8833 - Option “Target Attribute” ending in error "Incorrect Format"
DMCP-8801 - Message Category Name always sent as "main" to WT

6.90.4598
Deployment date: 12 Aug 2020 - 20 Aug 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8574 - Hide IP addresses and internal server folder structure
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8377 - Problems with non ascii characters in url
DMCP-8723 - Inbox Rendering showing wrong information across all colos
DMCP-8724 - {AMP} {log pollution} Failed to get customer AmpMessages statistic
DMCP-8763 - Engage placeholder <%login_signature%> can not be successfully converted in SMS message
DMCP-8786 - ScheduledTaskProcessorTask stuck or very slow on some triggers
DMCP-8789 - {log pollution} {mapp connect} CacheLoader returned null for key mct

6.90.4588
Deployment date: 4 Aug 2020 - 11 Aug 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8631 - te…2 - Trigger Job "Export Group Message Statistcis"
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8699 - {log pollution} {mobile} com.domeus.entity.NoSuchUserException
DMCP-8710 - CIM system (sendout against DS issue)
DMCP-8725 - SMS Response Records are ignored due to wrong response date
DMCP-8741 - Segmentation Builder, selection transfer: issue with the replace mode
DMCP-8757 - preparedmessage/find null pointer exception with specific date value combination
DMCP-8769 - {API 2.0} /preparedmessage/find - typo
DMCP-8722 - New sendout child jobs only process first chunk

6.90.4571
Deployment date: 27 Jul 2020 - 29 Jul 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8631 - Trigger Job "Export Group Message Statistics"

Bugfixes:
DMCP-8699 - {log pollution} {mobile} com.domeus.entity.NoSuchUserException
DMCP-8710 - CIM system (sendout against DS issue)
DMCP-8725 - SMS Response Records are ignored due to wrong response date
DMCP-8741 - Segmentation Builder, selection transfer: issue with the replace mode
DMCP-8757 - preparedmessage/find null pointer exception with specific date value combination
DMCP-8769 - {API 2.0} /preparedmessage/find - typo
DMCP-8722 - New sendout child jobs only process first chunk

6.90.4558
Deployment date: 15 Jul 2020 - 24 Jul 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8704 - Bounce manager update
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8158 - Event Based Automations not always firing and therefore users are not moved to Robinsonlist
DMCP-8711 - CID …. single message Click and Open figures going haywire 01 June 2020
DMCP-8712 - PC - SMS - Purebros integration
DMCP-8715 - {usageStatistics} Split sendout results in NPE
DMCP-8748 - {AMP}{log pollution} com.mapp.cep.sendout.job.notifier.AmpSendoutNotifier - 3,5 M
DMCP-8766 - Missing Purebros entry on Channel creation dialog

6.90.4531
Deployment date: 6 Jul 2020 - 14 Jul 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8617 - Add flag unsubscriptionMode to unsubscription API 2.0
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8722 - New sendout child jobs only process first chunk
DMCP-8613 - Send Single Message to User updates on Content Store
DMCP-8628 - FS cleanup 2020
DMCP-8650 - AuthenticationAppSwitcher Add URLs conf for webtreek link
DMCP-8693 - Change visibility of Usage Statistics link
DMCP-8665 - Transfer selections should have option to keep target group membership
DMCP-8668 - Transfer selection. Keep membership status.
DMCP-8673 - Best time to send in WB AB tests
DMCP-8678 - Changes in CEP to make available Event Values in RD column value.
DMCP-8689 - Usage statistics missing DMP endpoint

6.90.4519
Deployment date: 25 Jun 2020 - 1 Jul 2020
Bugfixes :
DMCP-8181 - Creating draft messages and save […] results in duplicated message creation
DMCP-8546 - Issue with Delta Export when using FED process framework
DMCP-8651 - amp emails not being sent (NPE)
DMCP-8655 - Soap Control executing import will fail when group lock is BUSY
DMCP-8656 - Message Creation: Can't select a specific number of group members
DMCP-8659 - Mapp Engage not starting with … build
DMCP-8672 - Wait Job/Step in Whiteboard New did not work as expected

6.90.4504
Deployment date: 17 Jun 2020 - 24 Jun 2020
Change Request:

DMCP-7784 - Add Secure List-Unsubscribe Header feature flag
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8612 - fix NPE
DMCP-8623 - SendDeletedUsersReportTask - Log error …
DMCP-8626 - message stuck ( related with 250ok)
DMCP-8637 - Random split filter problem
DMCP-8593 - related data import shows Skip Rows value is zero …
DMCP-8606 - Invalid date in SMS responses

6.90.4490
Deployment date: 8 Jun 2020 - 16 Jun 2020
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8519 - personalization rule CM2 and regular message
DMCP-8575 - SysMsgRelatedDataImportError sent to wrong recipients after DAS timeout
DMCP-8579 - Missing Data in DataStore …
DMCP-8580 - Android SDK6 Push from whiteboard fails to push with no log error
DMCP-8589 - Event based automation job "Send HTTP request" fetch 500 error
DMCP-8594 - Attribute management: inconsistent column name
DMCP-8599 - {API 2.0} /user/replaceProfileByMobileNumber triggers HTTP 500
DMCP-8612 - fix NPE
DMCP-8637 - Random split filter problem
DMCP-8593 - related data import shows Skip Rows value is zero …

6.90.4479
Deployment date: 26 May 2020 - 1 Jun 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8310 - Export Excel Report - Marketer can choose to switch language of export file
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8510 - Import Related Data set - Time is not imported as per documentation in Date column
DMCP-8515 - RD Lists remained in “importing” status
DMCP-8534 - SendDeletedUsersReportTask OOMs APP boxes
DMCP-8563 - system-user separation issue
DMCP-8565 - RDI failing: NoSuchJobDetailsException
DMCP-8576 - SysMsgSystemUserPasswordExpiryReminder not being sent due to CF: alternate_email
DMCP-8559 - FS Changelog shows fake user
DMCP-8593 - related data import shows Skip Rows value is zero …

6.90.4459
Deployment date: 14 May 2020 - 20 May 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8310 - Export Excel Report - Marketer can choose to switch language of export file
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8433 - skipped msgs shown in msg history
DMCP-8442 - segments issues …
DMCP-8469 - no opens/clicks for domain stats export
DMCP-8471 - Segmentation Builder – Fast Count also includes email addresses from the 250ok seed lists
DMCP-8492 - Whiteboard (event based) not honoring "case sensitive" condition
DMCP-8494 - RDI Jobs failed again for CID:...
DMCP-8498 - Datastore Engine Failed to delete selection file with UUID
DMCP-8529 - FIx load balancing URL selection mechanism and add default retry mechanism
DMCP-8505 - Changelog is not working

6.90.4433

Deployment date: 27 Apr 2020 - 4 May 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8450 - Bounce Manager Update
DMCP-8527 - Config change in hdfs-gateway-client
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8406 - Search bar issue
DMCP-8417 - Blacklist import resolveUsersByHashedEmail not using indexes
DMCP-8439 - Export of Group’s Blacklist contains duplicates
DMCP-8441 - Transfer selection plan report contains wrong number of transferred contacts
DMCP-8446 - WT exporting wrong filename
DMCP-8464 - Every action is slowed down when FS SocialApp is set on TRUE
DMCP-8467 - {Regression}{CROC} RDE failing with DAS
DMCP-8529 - FIx load balancing URL selection mechanism and add default retry mechanism

6.90.4422
Deployment date: 9 Apr 2020 - 21 Apr 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8360 - Custom attribute with Date type only
DMCP-8401 - Add table containing history of Feature Switch changes
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8263 - sysadmin Does not display information in Selection Terms
DMCP-8296 - Link Parameters in the URL
DMCP-8378 - POS1US1 SystemStatsTask failure (too big as type int)
DMCP-8379 - Split Sendouts were sent to more than the fast count
DMCP-8395 - Support Request : 2 temp files generated causing api disk full
DMCP-8398 - warning signal during one sec
DMCP-8404 - log pollution on api boxes (com.domeus.action.UnsubscribeFromGroupAction)
DMCP-8413 - Import to Standard Attribute user.Gender results …
DMCP-8421 - {Amazon S3 Bucket} RDI returning nullPointerException
DMCP-8425 - Staging11/iOS - Push notifications are not received
DMCP-8455 - NullPointerException when using SOAP with addSingleRelatedDataRecord
DMCP-8467 - {Regression}{CROC} RDE failing with DAS
DMCP-8414 - Return proper response and status for API requests.
DMCP-8443 - RD conditioned New SB doesn't work as expected 2

6.90.4396
Deployment date: 25 Mar 2020 - 30 Mar 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8225 - Amend Gmail Feedback-ID header
DMCP-8354 - Alternate email being populated with user.email in Mapp Connect API
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8296 - Link Parameters in the URL
DMCP-8301 - Email is blocked when FS apx_sunset is enabled
DMCP-8340 - message history empty when fetching from DS
DMCP-8342 - List-Unsubscribe Header: Personalization button doesn't work
DMCP-8350 - Inbox Rendering: Error thrown when we click on close button
DMCP-8353 - jobs corrupted
DMCP-8364 - DatastoreCacheException: ... : Could not get a resource from the pool
DMCP-8367 - User should not be subscribed to group by late event
DMCP-8370 - Related Data Imports failed due to invalid column name
DMCP-8384 - Customer reports RD import failure when more columns than are in the RD are at RHS of last column
DMCP-8409 - {DAS}{CROC} relatedData import finished, but job failed

6.90.4381
Deployment date: 9 Mar 2020 - 12 Mar 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8178 - New FS for BTS
DMCP-8308 - Old selections sun-setting notification

Bugfixes:
DMCP-8204 - Scheduled message is showing wrong statistics
DMCP-8263 - sysadmin Does not display information in Selection Terms
DMCP-8322 - {GUI} Wrong Title for Transactions
DMCP-8328 - Coupon code not displayed in the browser …
DMCP-8335 - java.lang.NullPointerException for RDE and DAS
DMCP-8353 - jobs corrupted
DMCP-8364 - DatastoreCacheException: .... Could not get a resource from the pool
DMCP-8332 - Add new FS called enabledFeatures as string
DMCP-8341 - Redis cache config

6.90.4371
Deployment date: 25 Feb 2020 - 5 Mar 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8292 - Extend the intelligence endpoint JSON
DMCP-8308 - Old selections sun-setting notification
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8204 - Scheduled message is showing wrong statistics
DMCP-8325 - RDE Exports & RD Imports used in automations fail and provoke java.lang.NullPointerException
DMCP-8335 - NPE for RDE and DAS
DMCP-8273 - Add support for 502 error in MTA category classifier

6.90.4362
Deployment date: 18 Feb 2020 - 20 Feb 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8273 - Add support for 502 error in MTA category classifier
Bugfixes
DMCP-8102 - HTML editor issue: simple quotes changed back to double quotes.
DMCP-8240 - Export data to server leaving a stale process because of no data to export
DMCP-8247 - EMC and Engage requests to Selection Engine failing with SocketTimeoutException
DMCP-8253 - Unexpected value/error (Whitelabel Error Page) information within the RDE Output file
DMCP-8254 - RDE: Destination name incorrect
DMCP-8274 - Track System Links issue
DMCP-8279 - Discrepancy in SMS billing …
DMCP-8293 - Automated Import Process of Related Data didn't complete
DMCP-8301 - Email is blocked when FS apx_sunset is enabled
DMCP-8325 - RDE Exports & RD Imports used in automations fail and provoke NPE
DMCP-8059 - Add /triggers endpoint to ServiceAuth allowed paths.
DMCP-8259 - Update of the application path for mobile responses
DMCP-8302 - new/existing user via API MAPP connect not working as expected with Alternative email
DMCP-8314 - Removal of using calls to SB for SB preview
DMCP-8182 - Split sendout - tracking meta data

6.90.4348
Deployment date: 11 Feb 2020 - 14 Feb 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-8175 - Best Time to Send in split sendout
Bugfixes
DMCP-8236 - Inbox rendering Delete and Archive buttons are non functional
DMCP-8247 - EMC and Engage requests to Selection Engine failing with SocketTimeoutException
DMCP-8258 - {regression} old selections - calendar widget inactive
DMCP-8272 - Unable to import Related Data to a specific RD List
DMCP-8293 - Automated Import Process of Related Data didn't complete
DMCP-8257 - Implement WB Goal as multiple events and jobs.
DMCP-8260 - Change selection sync filterUser to async.
DMCP-8271 - Related Data automated import setup
DMCP-8288 - rd table import error (Delete phase of a related data)
DMCP-8294 - CI segments / production configuration notes
DMCP-8273 - Add support for 502 error in MTA category classifier

6.90.4331
Deployment date: 28 Jan 2020 - 06 Feb 2020
Change Request:
DMCP-7186 - Add HTTP Feature and Referrer Headerr
Bugfixes:
DMCP-8042 - API returns 200 Status when no Related Data row exists during lookup
DMCP-8135 - No end date in execution parameters found for inAppCampaign
DMCP-8157 - Whiteboard new redirecting to the login page
DMCP-8194 - Split Sendout Date Picker reverts to previous month when using "later" selection
DMCP-8196 - Only 1 thread/job used for FED Imports …
DMCP-8203 - Selections paginated filtering is not working properly...
DMCP-8213 - {Inbox rendering} HTML > Best practices wrong content
DMCP-8214 - {Regression} Add Selection button disappeared
DMCP-8215 - SMS skipped with datastore_selections
DMCP-8230 - SystemMessage not listed on system messages overview
DMCP-8258 - {regression} old selections - calendar widget inactive

6.90.4317
Deployment date: 13 Jan 2020 - 20 Jan 2020
Change Requests:
DMCP-8110 - BI Segments module (MVP)
Bugfixes:
DMCP-7523 - Segmentation Builder is not calculating right the number of recipients from prepared message
DMCP-7765 - Unable to check statistics
DMCP-7790 - System permissions for Whiteboard not working as intended.
DMCP-7923 - datastore.messagestatistics issue
DMCP-7936 - RDE Exports taking too long time - Datastore
DMCP-7989 - RD export: timezone issue
DMCP-8037 - Unable to export Group Message Statistics in one go
DMCP-8086 - RDE: multiple fields with empty values
DMCP-8093 - export keeps failing even after attempts
DMCP-8148 - Header issue : system throws "Required field" error
DMCP-8158 - Event Based Automations not always firing and therefore users are not moved to Robinsonlist
DMCP-8163 - {API 2.0} senderProfile not set for /preparedmessage/find
DMCP-8166 - api call throwing error "No enum constant"
DMCP-8169 - Fix API for Relateddata methods without filter option.
DMCP-8180 - Pop-up keeps on appearing on Reply Handling Tab
DMCP-8187 - Support Request : Whiteboard NEW issue with export contact
DMCP-8196 - Only 1 thread/job for FED Imports …

